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Yes, there is of
course a future! The
ques7on is which
future we want.
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Two alterna;ves
• Status quo
• You got a paper accepted
• And you are happy J
• Your main impact on industry is
through inﬁltra7on (your
students)
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a b s t r a c t
There exists no generally accepted theory in software engineering, and at the same time a scientific discipline
needs theories. Some laws, hypotheses and conjectures exist, but yet no generally accepted theory. Several
researchers and initiatives emphasize the need for theory in the discipline. The objective of this paper is to
formulate a theory of software engineering. The theory is generated from empirical observations of industry
practice, including several case studies and many years of experience in working closely between academia
and industry. The theory captures the balancing of three different intellectual capitals: human, social and organizational capitals, respectively. The theory is formulated using a method for building theories in software
engineering. It results in a theory where the relationships between the three different intellectual capitals are
explored and explained. The theory is illustrated based on an industrial case study, where it is shown how
decisions made in industry practice are explainable with the formulated theory, and the consequences of the
decisions are made explicit. Based on the positive results, it is concluded that the theory may have a good
explanatory power, although more evaluations are needed.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Software development is a very knowledge-intensive activity. It
is an engineering endeavour involving a lot of design, and the production is relatively simple. To develop software many different people interact within an organization. Thus, software development is
hugely dependent on people (DeMarco and Lister, 2013). However,
people alone are insuﬃcient. Software development is to a very large
extent a team effort, and hence the interaction between people and
the complementarity in expertise are prerequisites to be successful.
Furthermore, the organization in which the people work provides the
infrastructure and environment to be able to leverage on the individual skills and their combined value. The organizational aspects relate
to processes, methods, techniques and tools being part of the work
environment. These three aspects are captured in the concept of intellectual capital. The objective of the paper is to formulate a general theory of software engineering from empirical observations of
how industry actively works with human, social and organizational
capitals (components of intellectual capital) to help explaining and
∗
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What is
needed for
this future?

• Change and improvement
• Your paper contributes to our
joint body of knowledge
• We can combine results from
diﬀerent studies to learn
• We can beRer understand
soSware engineering, including
crea7ng theories
• We have a real impact on industry

reasoning about combinations of intellectual capital components
(ICCs) to be successful in software development.
Intellectual capital may be defined as: “the sum of all knowledge firms utilize for competitive advantage” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal,
1998; Youndt et al., 2004). The sum of all knowledge means that
the concept of intellectual capital encompasses all assets available
to a company. Different divisions of intellectual capital into components exist. Here it is chosen to use the division discussed by Youndt
et al. (2004). Some alternative divisions are briefly introduced in
Section 2.1. Youndt et al. (2004) divide the general concept of intellectual capital into three ICCs: human capital, social capital and
organizational capital. They are depicted in Fig. 1 together with the
main level where it primarily resides, i.e., individual, unit and organizational, respectively. The ICCs are described in Section 2.
Here, the concept of a unit is used to denote an entity utilizing the
three components of intellectual capital: human, social and organizational capitals, respectively. The unit may be a team, a department
or any other entity for which it is relevant to discuss the concept of
ICCs. A unit includes people, who possess a certain level of human
capital through their experiences and expertise. It also has a social
capital both in terms of how it can leverage on the social interaction
within the unit, and how it uses its external contacts to create value.
The external contacts and networks may include customers, internal
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The keyword is ”we”
• Not you or I
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Back to your accepted paper J
1. Do you have a good 7tle and a clear abstract?
2. Did you use the standard terminology?
3. Did you use the guidelines available for conduc7ng the
research?
4. Did you consider whether your paper would be found in a
systema7c literature study?
• If so, is it easy to extract the key informa7on from the paper?
• Did you describe the context of the empirical work clearly?

5. Did you consider the usefulness of the paper for other
researchers?
6. Did you consider whether or not the content is useful from
an industrial perspec7ve?

A terminology example
• We conducted an SLR on ”Agile prac7ces in global soSware
engineering” – ﬁrst a database search, and then an ”independent”
snowballing search. The comparison was published by Jalali and
Wohlin.
Some challenges:
• Database: search terms, incl. synonyms
• Snowballing: start set of papers
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Cross-Con;nent Development using Scrum and XP
The paper is from 2003 so the authors are excused, but it
is an illustra7ve example. We did not conduct SLRs in
2003.
• The paper was not found in the database search, since
we were unable to imagine the wording
• The paper was found in snowballing, since someone else
had found the paper and referred to it
We are in my opinion not excused any longer to be too
inven7ve when it comes to terminology.

Lessons learned
• Deﬁni7ons and terms are cri7cal
• Write clear 7tles and abstract (make papers ﬁndable)
• In short, write for synthesis
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Two mapping studies
• Two independent papers with exactly the same 7tle were
submiRed close to simultaneously to Informa7on and
SoSware Technology. They were reviewed in parallel and
both were accepted, although the authors of the second
accepted paper were asked to revise the 7tle.
So, how similar were the papers and the ﬁndings?
The two papers were analysed and the results
published in Wohlin et al.

Comparison of papers included

Why diﬀerences
in the common papers?
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Some explana;ons
• Diﬀerent phrasings of the research ques7ons
• Diﬀerent search strategies
• Diﬀerent search strings -> indirectly diﬀerent percep7ons on soSware
tes7ng: Should sta7c analysis be included?
• Diﬀerent judgments
But, they research the same area.
Both studies classiﬁed the papers using the classes by Wieringa et al.

Classiﬁca;on of paper types
Ouch!
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Sample in a systema;c literature study

Lessons learned
• Secondary studies will not ﬁnd (exactly) the same papers. They will
ﬁnd samples of the literature.
• Secondary studies may come to the same general conclusions
regarding an area even if the papers found are not the same.
• Secondary studies are not reliable per se; they are highly
dependent on the context of the secondary study, for
example the area studied, deﬁni7on of the area,
researchers conduc7ng the study, search approach
and data available from the primary studies.
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A wish from an industrial partner
Se#ng: SoSware development should be transferred from one site
to another site in a diﬀerent country. Time and eﬀort for the
transfer were decided by high level management.
Gut feeling: The person being responsible for the transfer was
convinced about: it will take longer to transfer, and produc7vity
and defect detec7on will go down more and for a longer 7me
than an7cipated (by some).
Wish: Is there evidence in the research literature on this?
In other words, is there support for my gut feeling.

Our evidence search
Unfortunately, we did not ﬁnd much. We found two studies:
• One in banking – generally suppor7ng the gut feeling
• One in an unknown domain – similar results, although
diﬀerences in changes in produc7vity and defect detec7on
Comment from collaborator: My manager thinks we
should do beRer than in banking and the other one is
from an unknown domain. I need evidence from our
domain!
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Lessons learned
• We must be beRer in understanding poten7al generalizability. In this
case, in par7cular between domains.
• We must describe the context as good as possible to ensure
usefulness by others, in par7cular industry.

Formulate theories in so4ware engineering
• We need an in-depth understanding of diﬀerent phenomena to be
able to formulate a theory.
• We need many pieces to formulate a theory.
• Preferably diﬀerent researchers contribute with diﬀerent pieces.
Given the challenges noted when it comes
to both primary and secondary studies, and
the challenges with iden7fying evidence, it
is non-trivial to build a theory. In par7cular.
to use ”pieces” from each other.
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Example of building a theory
• Unfortunately, the example is based on ”pieces” from rela7vely few
people.
• The theory is based on ﬁve years of research with industry, and the
insights gained in these years.
• It is also based on being exposed, in collabora7on with other
researchers, to the concept of intellectual capital.
• Finally, it is based on a eureka moment where the insights gained
from industrial collabora7on (suddenly) ﬁRed into the concepts
related to intellectual capital.

Some observa;ons from so4ware transfers
• Example 1: Product documenta7on was improved before a transfer.
• Example 2: Joint development between sites was organized before
transferring the soSware product.
• Example 3: Temporary reloca7on of experts from the sending site to
the receiving site.
So what? This
sounds like regular
management.

Agree, but …
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Intellectual capital
Intellectual capital

Human capital

Social capital

Organiza:onal capital

Individual level
(individual capital) and
unit level (joint capital)

Unit level
(internal and external)

Organiza7on level

The theory

Balancing Human, Social and Organiza3onal Capitals for
So9ware Development and Evolu3on
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Two tasks
Let the size of each glass
represent the diﬃculty to
perform a task in a given
situa7on.

Your intellectual capital
Let each boRle represent one
type of intellectual capital:
human, social and
organiza7onal
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Fill the glasses with your mixture of capitals
• Your ”drink” is your way of ensuring that a task can be successfully
conducted.
Intellectual
Performance

Objec7ve
Desired level of
performance

capital

per
for Actua
ma
nce l

Tas
k
for dem
the and
ob j s on
ec7 IC
ve

Targeted sum
of ICCs

This depends on the
task and the objec3ve,
i.e.
• What shall be
done?
• How well and fast
should it be done?

Lessons learned
• The observa7ons were needed.
• The knowledge related to intellectual capital were needed.
• The insight of how observa7ons and intellectual capital map to each other
is needed.
These came from diﬀerent persons, although collaborators.
Ø It would be preferable if we can build more easily on each other ﬁndings
including publica7ons.
Ø Progress will be slow if we have to experience everything ourselves.

We never know when we get a eureka
moment. It requires having a suﬃcient
number of pieces of knowledge,
and then … maybe …
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Community needs to commit
Bad news:
Nobody to
blame
Good news:
It is in our
power to
improve

Ten commitments needed for the future
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Consistent usage of terminology
Use accepted deﬁni7ons
Capture and describe context
Use and follow guidelines
Write for synthesis
Review for synthesis
Conduct systema7c literature studies carefully
and wisely
8. Try to understand and express generalizability
9. Consider usefulness for others, both academia
and industry (aim for industrial impact)
10. Look for paRerns to be able to build theories
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Thanks for your aOen;on!
RUBRIK
• I am
text
happy to take ques;ons and
discuss.
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